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October 31, 2017 (Philadelphia, PA USA) — INOLEX is taking color cosmetics to a new level with the launch of LexFeel® Vibrant, a patented sensory and texture modifying agent that improves pay-off through a range of aesthetic and functional benefits.

LexFeel® Vibrant (Palm Acid/Adipic Acid/Pentaerythritol Crosspolymer) is the latest addition to the LexFeel® portfolio of INOLEX sensory fluids. The product is a sensory modifying polyol polyester suitable for emulsions and anhydrous systems. Unlike typical waxes and butters, LexFeel® Vibrant is a non-crystalline wax which stays clear when mixed with other clear oil phase ingredients, thereby enhancing color quality in numerous applications.

An alternative to the typical oils, butters and waxes, LexFeel® Vibrant is a structuring and pigment wetting agent that provides a rich yet light skin-feel. The polymeric nature of this crystalline wax allows for improved stability without the heavy or greasy feel associated with traditional structuring agents. LexFeel® Vibrant provides unique gel-like textures and improves spreadability while allowing for a base that displays the vibrancy of pigments.

“As consumers demand more tailored cosmetics, we are addressing the need for ingredients that deliver superior performance. LexFeel® Vibrant significantly boosts sensory, aesthetic and formulation results compared to other ingredients, which is very exciting,” Fana Makonnen, Technical Marketing Manager at INOLEX.

About INOLEX
INOLEX, an independent, global cosmetic ingredient company with expertise in synthesis and formulation provides innovative materials for the world’s leading cosmetic and consumer product companies. The list includes safe and natural technologies for preserving cosmetics, natural replacements for silicone and high-performance polymers for sun-care applications and other renewable green-chemistry ingredients. INOLEX uses sustainable technologies to focus on effective solutions.

About ieS LABO, INOLEX Provence
Founded in 1986, ieS LABO is a producer of natural ingredients that are used in cosmetics for their wellness benefits and consumer appeal. ieS LABO is organic certified by Ecocert France, as well as by the National Organic Program (USA), NATRUE (Germany), and COSMOS (Europe).

INOLEX, Inc. and its marketing subsidiaries, affiliates, partners and suppliers, disclaim responsibility for results of use of the Materials or of any product, method, or apparatus mentioned herein. Nothing stated herein is to be considered a recommendation or inducement of any use, manufacture or sale that may infringe any patents or any other proprietary rights now or hereafter in existence. The Materials are intended to act as a guide for use at your discretion and risk. We assume no liability in connection with the use, or the utilization of the Materials or the methods or products described therein. Information pertaining to availability, pricing and technical assistance for these products can be obtained from the marketing department, through the nearest sales representative or authorized distributor.